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Sustainable development and its
assessment
The article evaluates UIFTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUDPODFQUBOEQPTTJCJMJUJFTGPSBTTFTTNFOUPGTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQment. The concept of sustainable development and assessment of it and its dimensions are reviewed from the
viewpoint of principles of environmental economics and sustainable development.
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Introduction
The relevance and the main problem.
*O UIF TDJFOUJĕD MJUFSBUVSF  TVTUBJOBCMF EFvelopment has been analyzed in different
RVBMJUBUJWF BTQFDUT  TVDI BT economic, social, ecologic, institutional, ethical, political, etc.$PNQSFIFOTJWFQSPHSFTTPGTPDJFUZ
could be reached only by coordination of
goals of economic effectiveness, social justice, and environmental protection. Therefore, the idea of sustainable development
is an integral part of a successful society’s
development. The variety of the applied
SFTFBSDI UFDIOJRVFT GVSUIFS DPOĕSNT UIF

problematic nature of the concept of sustainable development and its assessment.
*OPSEFSUPGPSNVMBUFSFBTPOBCMFPCKFDUJWFT
of sustainable development, to schedule effective means of their implementation, and
to guarantee their realisation, clear criteria
(indicators) of sustainable development are
OFDFTTBSZ#VUTUJMMUIFSFJTBMBDLPGRVBMJUBtive methodology of sustainability assessment, applicable in economic research.
The main research problem in this article is that we faces the theoretical issue
with the conceptual description and evaluation of sustainable development and that
circle of indicators and indexes suitable for
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assessment of sustainable development is
not well-defined.
Research object is the concept of sustainable development, contents of sustainability assessment indicators and integrated sustainable development index.
The aim of the research is to systemaUJ[F TVTUBJOBCMF EFWFMPQNFOU EJNFOTJPOT 
UPEJTDMPTFUIFNBJOQSPCMFNTDBVTFECZUIF
BQQMJDBUJPOPGJOEJDBUPSTBOEJOEJDFTGPSTVTUBJOBCJMJUZBTTFTTNFOUBOEQSPQPTFDBMDVMBUJPONFUIPEPMPHZPGUIFJOUFHSBUFETVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUJOEFY.
The following objectives were set in order to reach the aim:
- to analyze the concept of sustainable
development, providing a systematic view
of the dimensions of sustainable development;
- to discuss the concept of indicators
and indices of sustainable development assessment;
- to propose calculation methodology
of the integrated sustainable development
index.
Research methods used were systemic analysis of scientific literature, general
and logical analysis, comparison and abstraction. Also comparative analysis of
statistical data was preformed, as well as
calculation and evaluation of indicator,
which shows trends of country’s sustainability.

The main dimensions of
sustainable development
Historically, the concept of sustainability
as primarily used in economics and ecology as well as in the interdisciplinary context. Further, the concept of sustainability
has dispersed over many aspects of global
and micro processes, including more and

more different sustainability drivers and
possibilities of their interactions.
The essence of the concept of TVTUBJOBCMF
development is clear enough. Lithuanian
and foreign scientific literature provides
basically the same definitions of sustainable development that emphasise longterm development of national economy,
thus striving for the rational coordination
of economic, social, and environmental
interests of society and ensuring wellbeing for present and future generations
within the limits of allowable environNFOUBMJNQBDU ɇJFHJT 3BLBVTLJFOʐ 
#VSJOTLJFOʐ $PMF   *UJT
thought appropriate to use the definition
provided in Brundtland commission’s report
“Our Common Future” (1987), which discloses the idea of TVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOU
CFTU*UQPTUVMBUFTUIBUTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUJTUIFLJOEPGEFWFMPQNFOU XIJDITBUJTĕFTUIFDVSSFOUOFFETXJUIPVUFOEBOHFSJOH
UIFGVUVSFHFOFSBUJPOTUPTBUJTGZUIFJSPXO.
This definition of sustainable development
JTUIFNPTUGSFRVFOUMZDJUFEPOFBOETFFNT
to be more exhaustive than the majority of others. The essence of Brundtland’s
statement is GBJS EJTUSJCVUJPO PG OBUVSBM
SFTPVSDFTCPUIBNPOHEJČFSFOUHFOFSBUJPOT
BOE BNPOH UIF QSFTFOU HFOFSBUJPO PG QFPQMFGSPNUIFĕSTU UIFTFDPOE BOEUIFUIJSE
XPSME BOEĕOEJOHBQPTJUJWFDPOTFOTVTCFUXFFOUIFFOWJSPONFOUBM UIFTPDJBM BOEUIF
FDPOPNJDEJNFOTJPOTPGFOWJSPONFOU.
Thus, sustainable development is not
about a choice between environmental
protection and social progress, but rather
more about striving for economic and social development that would be compatible
with environmental protection.
As a general concept, sustainable development encompasses three fundamental approaches: economic, environmental,
and social development; which are inter-
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related and complementary. Traditionally,
the concept of sustainable development
JOWPMWFT UISFF FRVJWBMFOU DPNQPOFOUT
environmental, economic, and social development; as well as three dimensions of
wellbeing, i.e. economic, ecological, and social, and their complex interrelations.
0GDPVSTF TVTUBJOBCJMJUZDBOCFEFĕOFE
in relation to only one dimension (economic, environmental or social), therefore
involving the sustainability of some economic systems, natural processes or social
phenomena (Pierantoni, 2004). This interpretation focuses on an impact analysis
and does not identify a long run analysis.
For the purpose of further analysis it is
useful to compare three interpretations of
sustainable development (economic, ecologic, and social) found in contemporary
literature. At the same time, it is necessary
to understand, that the conformity and
usage of which to perceive sustainable development is not an easy task, as the three
proposed elements of sustainable development IBWFUPCFFRVBMMZBTTFTTFE.
1) The economic TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ element is based upon R. Solow’s (1974, 1986,
1993) amplified theory on capital convertJCJMJUZ and )JDLT-JOEBIMDPODFQUPGNBYJNVN JODPNF  XIJDI DBO CF BDRVJSFE CZ
TBWJOH FTTFOUJBM XFBMUI DBQJUBM  SFTPVSDFT
GPSUIFCFOFĕUPGGVUVSFHFOFSBUJPOT (implementing the principle of fair distribution
among generations). Economic sustainability seeks to maximize the flow of income and consumption that could be generated while at least maintaining the stock
of assets (or capital), which yield beneficial
outputs (Hicks, 1946; Maler, 1990). The
main goal of implementation of sustainability principles is safeguarding of an optimal amount of general capital (or sum
of different kinds of capital) for the future
generations.

2) The ecological approach to sustainBCMF EFWFMPQNFOU pays most attention to
TUBCJMJUZ PG CJPMPHJDBM and physical systems
BOE SFGFST UP $ )PMMJOHT    
1986) et al. scientific works. According to
this approach UIFQSJNBSZUBTLPGFDPOPNJD
development is to determine the natural sysUFNTMJNJUTGPSWBSJPVTFDPOPNJDBDUJWJUJFT.
*OUIJTDBTF UIFWJUBMJUZPGTVCTZTUFNTCFcomes essential in the critical view of global stability of the total ecosystem. Thus,
the significance of preserving CJPMPHJDBMWBriety is emphasised here in order to secure
balanced nature, elasticity of ecosystems at
a global level and their ability to adapt to
changes in biosphere, as well as ability to
secure future possibilities.
3) People-oriented the social-cultural
sustainability concept reflects the interGBDFCFUXFFOEFWFMPQNFOUBOEEPNJOBUJOH
social norms and strives to maintain the
TUBCJMJUZ PG TPDJBM TZTUFNT. Social sustainability seeks to reduce vulnerability and
maintain the health of social and cultural
systems, and their ability to withstand
shocks ($IBNCFST  9; #PIMF FU BM 
1994; Ribot et al., 1996). Socio-cultural
TVTUBJOBCJMJUZSFRVJSFTBUMFBTUUIFQSFTFSvation of certain critical components of
social capital, the latter being understood
as the ability of the society to solve social,
economic, and environmental problems,
and to be active in forming the developNFOUPGUIFXIPMFTZTUFN #FSLFT 'PMLF 
  *U TIPVME CF FNQIBTJTFE  UIBU JO
a context of sustainable development,
the role of social problems in a society is
WFSZJNQPSUBOUBOENPTURVJDLMZVOEFSstandable factor, which might have more
influence on economic activity in a short
run. (Ecological problems, according to
the authors’ view, show up in a long term
and are often of a global character; this
determines secondary understanding of
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ecological problems among separate individuals, regardless of their influence on a
whole society).
4) The implementation of the policy
PG TVTUBJOBCMF EFWFMPQNFOU SFRVJSFT UIF
evaluation of the organization (institutional) TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ dimension, since effective, properly functioning institutions
are essential for sustainable development
in the realization of the social, economic,
and environmental aims set by the society. Institutional structuring of ecologically sustainable programs implies making
normatively-oriented decisions on various
levels of social institutions and organizations concerning alternative scenarios of
development by combining various functional decisions that take into account
UIF FOWJSPONFOUBM SFRVJSFNFOUT ɇJFHJT 
2004). The ignorance of institutional dimension is one of the biggest shortages of
management of implementation of society
sustainable development.
8F UFOE UP UIJOL UIBU UIF BOBMZTJT PG
sustainable development should be based
on the assumption developed by H. R. Jiliberto (2003), indicating that sustainable
development is based not on the economic, social, ecological, or institutional dimension, but rather on their system as an
JOUFHSBUFEXIPMF.
Summarising concepts of sustainable economic development, it should
be noted that concept of development is
more profound and comprehensive than
economic growth. Economic growth usuBMMZ JT CBTFE PO RVBOUJUBUJWF BTQFDU  BOE
EFWFMPQNFOU JOWPMWFT CPUI RVBOUJUBUJWF
BOE RVBMJUBUJWF BTQFDU ɇJFHJT   
The further precondition of social existence, according to alternative economists
(Daly, 1990), is not a previously domiOBUFE BQQSPBDI PG RVBOUJUBUJWF economic
HSPXUI in physical and monetary units

but a qualitative development striving
towards perfection, harmony and deep
self-cognition.

The concept of sustainability
indicators and indices
*GXFDBOOPUmeasure society’s targets, it is
impossible to govern. Therefore, if we want
to manage sustainability, the society is in
charge of formulating sustainability objectives, which should be constantly reviewed
BOE BTTFTTFE *U JT DMFBSMZ LOPXO UIBU OP
intelligent decisions on sustainable development implementation can be made
without using a set of reliable sustainabilJUZ JOEJDBUPST *OEJDBUPST QMBZ B CBTJD SPMF
in any strategy reporting and implementation audit.
Sustainability assessment currently
arises as transparent, comprehensive, integrated, and provident decision-making
BQQSPBDI (JCTPO    *HOPSBODF PG
sustainability turns our future into more
SJTLZPOF0OUIFDPOUSBSZ VOEFSTUBOEJOH
ecological limitations and clarifying possible risks allows making informative decisions. This reduces threatening uncertainties and opens up new possibilities. Thus,
when concept of sustainable development
is clarified, TVTUBJOBCJMJUZJOEJDBUPSTBOEJOdices, which have to measure features and
processes of human and environmental
systems that should guarantee continuality and functionality, might be discussed.
"DDPSEJOHUPUIF8PSME#BOL GVOEBNFOtal factor of good indicator is estimation
of relationships between measurement of
environmental conditions and practical
QPMJUJDBMQPTTJCJMJUJFT 8PSME#BOL  
0QUJNBMTVTUBJOBCJMJUZJOEJDBUPSTBSFUIPTF
that include essential features of a system
and show scientifically sound trajectory of
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maintenance or improvement of this system (Moldan, Dahl, 2007). However, these
indicators should not necessarily include
all aspects of sustainability because, as R.
Hueting and L. Reijinders (2004) argue, in
that case they often become very subjective and meaningless.
*O PSEFS UP NBOBHF TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ  TPciety has to formulate clear and measurable goals of sustainability that should be
continuously revised and corrected. The
level, at which these goals are implemented, might be measured using sustainable
development indicators, i.e. definable and
measurable parameters, which values and
trends show development of ecologic, economic, and social stability of particular reHJPO "MJKPÝJVUʐ "IWFOIBSKV  4VDI
information derived from indicators is
very useful in order to assess tools such as
taxes, regulation or voluntary agreements,
considering their validity and effectiveness
to secure sustainability (Čiegis, 2009).
Making the concept of sustainable development operational raises important
DIBMMFOHFTJOUFSNTPGNFBTVSFNFOU8JUIPVUJOEJDBUPSTPSBRVBOUJUBUJWFGSBNFXPSL 
sustainable development policies lack a
solid foundation on which to advance.
*OEJDBUPST BSF TJNQMF FOPVHI UPPM  XIJDI
allows evaluating economic, social, and
environmental goals of national developNFOU *G FOWJSPONFOUBM  TPDJBM  BOE FDPnomic indicators are integrated into one,
they form an index.
*OEJDBUPST TIPVME CF DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ
the following features: simplicity, wide covFSBHF QPTTJCJMJUZPGRVBMJUBUJWFBTTFTTNFOU
UIBU BMMPXT GPS TFUUJOH USFOET *OUFHSBUFE
sustainability assessment itself is the most
important and difficult sphere of potential
indicator use because such an assessment
should include wide spectrum of different
problems and issues (Dahl, 2007).

There is no single measure of sustainable
development that could involve everything
UIF DPODFQU iTVTUBJOBCJMJUZw NFBOT 0O B
contrary, there are alternative indicators,
each of which reflects different understanding of what is important for sustainable
development. Any separate aggregated indicator does not foresee interchange among
three main dimensions analysed environmental economics: effectiveness, justice and
TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ. As P. Victor (1994) emphasises, aggregated indicators are useful only
when we believe in high degree of substitution among produced, human, and natuSBMDBQJUBM8IFOMJNJUTPGUIFTVCTUJUVUJPO
among these types of capital are confronted,
then every of them should be expressed by a
specific indicator.
8IFONFBTVSJOHTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQment, it is common to choose and combine
particular number of indicators for each of
three (or more) dimensions: economic,
ecological, social, etc. 0O B HMPCBM MFWFM
there are over 500 sustainability indicator
efforts, which were developed by governmental and non-governmental organizaUJPOT0GUIJTOVNCFS BCPVUBSFHMPCBM
in scope, over 100 national in scope, more
than 70 are state or provincial in scope,
and about 300 are local or metropolitan in
TDPQF 1BSSJTBOE,BUFT  /FWFSUIFless, every indicator has its own advantages
and disadvantages, thus, it is impossible to
find a single indicator for all cases.
Sustainability indicators are multi-dimensional, multidisciplinary indices with
sub-themes developed with care to evaluate and measure the status of an area in
terms of progress towards sustainability
(Ghosh et al., 2006). Scientific literature
often analyses issue, to what extent various
indicator sets contributes to sustainable
EFWFMPQNFOU BTTFTTNFOU 8F DPODMVEF
that there are no indicator sets that are
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universally accepted, backed in compelling
theory, rigorous data collection and analysis, and influential in policy. This is due to
the ambiguity of sustainable development;
the plurality of purpose in characterizing
and measuring sustainable development;
and the confusion of terminology, data,
and methods of measurement.
*OEJDBUPST NVTU CF MJOLFE UP DPODSFUF
BOEoXIFSFVTFGVMBOEGFBTJCMFoUPRVBOUJĕFE HPBMT $VSSFOU JOUFSOBUJPOBM TVTtainable development reporting consists
mainly of bringing together some key
indicators developed for each one of the
UISFF TVTUBJOBCMF EFWFMPQNFOU vQJMMBSTi 
i.e. combining environmental indicators,
social indicators, and economic indicators.
Sustainable development will, however,
not be achieved simply by adding the three
different sets of policy objectives, as this
XPVMESFTVMUJOBXFBLDPNQSPNJTF#FUUFS
integration of policy objectives is needed,
so that we could benefit optimally from
their synergistic effects, taking trade-offs
JOUPBDDPVOU#ZVTJOHBTFUPGXFMMEFĕOFE
indicators, it becomes easier to communicate sustainable development, and in particular, the Local Agenda 21 implementation process (Čiegis, 2003).
*OPSEFSUPJNQSPWFFYJTUJOHTZTUFNPG
sustainability indicators, competing trends
BOE UIFJS NFUIPEPMPHJDBM SFRVJSFNFOUT
(indicators have to be important, correspond policy goals, they have to be informative (well-defining a problem), easy
to understand and compute, logical, effective (information provided should payoff), practical, reliable, summarising (they
should cut variety and abundance of indicators not losing essential information at
the same time), based on accessible data)
should be taken into account. Although, it
is not an easy task to define indicator set
inherent to sustainable development.

Perfect indicators are uncommon,
therefore, their development in general
case involves methodological compromise
among technical feasibility, public availability to use, and systemic consistency
(Moldan, Dahl, 2007).
8IJMFEJTDVTTJOHTVTUBJOBCJMJUZBTTFTTment tools, on the one hand, there is the
demand for approaches that have more
TQFDJĕD assessment performance (meaning more case- and site-specific. At the
same time there exists the demand for
tools that are CSPBEFS in order to be accessible to a wider user group for differing case circumstances. There is also the
need for more standardised tools that give
more transparent results. Like the many
facets of the concept of sustainability itself, proper tool development can only
happen when all parameters are considered simultaneously.
*OEJDBUPSTTIPVMECFTDJFOUJĕDBMMZTPVOE
as well. Every indicator needs a specific
UFDIOJRVF  XIJDI JODMVEFT DPODFQUJPO PG
indicator, its significance, measuring units,
data sources, methods of data collection
and analysis, evaluation criteria, etc.
R. Juknys (2008) indicates the following
characteristics of sustainability indicators:
a) usefulness, b) simplicity, c) versatility,
d) representativeness, e) sensitivity, f) conTJTUFODZ H RVBMJUBUJWFGPSNPGJOEJDBUPST 
and h) sufficiency of data time series.
Sustainable development is a multi-dimensional issue involving huge amounts of
complex information. There is the need to
systematically reduce this information to a
more concentrated form (in order to make
effective decisions and as such indicators
and indicator sets play a vital role). Such
an information system could be seen as
QZSBNJEPGJOGPSNBUJPOBHHSFHBUJPO (PAS5*--&  BUUIFCBTFPGXIJDIBSFSBX
data and at the top are indexes.
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Sustainability indicators can take a
number of related GPSNT:
- monitoring indicators,
- aggregate sustainable development
indices,
- target (or goal) indicators,
- sustainability assessment criteria.
Solid analysis and measurement provide the basis for implementing sustainable development policies. Understanding sustainable development linkages and
BDIJFWJOH UIF SFRVJSFE QPMJDZ USBEFPČT
across the environmental, economic, and
TPDJBM TQIFSFT SFRVJSFT OPWFM NFUIPEPMPgies based on new types of statistical approaches.

Calculation of the integrated
sustainable development
index
4VTUBJOBCMF EFWFMPQNFOU JT B DPOTFRVFOU
goal; therefore, it is important to measure
XIBUQSPHSFTTJTCFJOHEPOFUPXBSETJU*O
Lithuania a systematic analysis of sustainable development indicators does not receive too much of attention, therefore we
GBDFBQSPCMFNPGRVBOUJUBUJWFEFĕOJUJPOPG
state’s sustainable development priorities
and evaluation of their changes and prosQFDUT*OPSEFSUPHFUUIFTJUVBUJPO XIJDI
reflects the real state of national sustainable development, we propose to apply the
JOUFHSBUFEJOEFYPGTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOU,
which involves economic, ecological, and
social aspects of development.
The greatest advantage of a proposed
original calculation methodology of the
JOUFHSBUFE TVTUBJOBCMF EFWFMPQNFOU JOEFY
ISD is flexibility, for it can be applied for any
period of sustainable development evaluation and various layers with a possibility
to select a desired number of sustainability

aspects that reflect an evolution of a county
the best. For instance, if a particular aspect
of sustainability becomes not relevant for a
DPVOUSZ JUDBOCFSFNPWFEPSSFQMBDFE0O
the other hand, if other important aspects
of sustainable development appear, they
might be included instead former ones or
simply supplement the whole system of
calculation by bigger amount of indicators.
*UXBTEJďDVMUUPDBMDVMBUFXFJHIUFEJOdex of each indicator because of data lack,
UIFSFGPSF  NFUIPE PG FRVBM CBTJD XFJHIUT
was chosen, i.e. index of base year was apportioned for every of the three blocks, in
which all the indicators were evaluated by
FRVBMXFJHIUTćFBTTVNQUJPOXBTNBEF
that basic indicators representing sustainBCMF EFWFMPQNFOU BSF FRVJWBMFOU $BMculations would be more precise and the
changes of indexes would be more realistic
if weights of each indicator would be estimated by experts.
*OPSEFSUIBUFWFSZBTQFDUPGTVTUBJOBCMF
EFWFMPQNFOU XPVME IBWF FRVBM JOĘVFODF
on integrated index of sustainable develPQNFOU  FRVBM OVNCFS PG JOEJDBUPST XBT
chosen to reflect economic, social, and environmental state. Also indicators, which
reflect both positive and negative influence
on sustainability, were included by adding
their values to or subtracting from the valVFPGUIFCBTFJOEFYBDDPSEJOHMZ*OPSEFS
to get comparative index and avoid change
of population indicators were calculated
per particular number of population, per
million Litas of GDP or as a percentage of
a particular value. Reliability of the application of this index for the forecasting of
sustainability trends in a longer run could
be increased by using discount principle.
$BMDVMBUJPOT PG UIF integrated sustainBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUJOEFY ISD showed that national development (its separate aspects)
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during 2001-2005 was not even and sustainable, although general indicator of sustainable development increased rapidly.
*UJTFWJEFOUGSPNUIFDIBOHFPGUIFFRVBM
weight index that the chosen economic indicators had the greatest positive change in
2001-2005, whereas the social development
and ecological status was also improving,
however with lower intensity. Even though
the integrated index of sustainable development was growing in the period, we
cannot state that Lithuania’s development
was sustainable, because it would contradict with the concept of sustainable develPQNFOU TJODFJUTDPNQPOFOUToFDPOPNJD
efficiency, social justice and environmental
DPOEJUJPO o XFSF OPU PG FRVBM WBMVF 'BTU
economic growth was happening at the
expense of environmental condition and
social development.
*O PSEFS UP TIPX UIF ĘFYJCJMJUZ PG UIF
offered calculation methodology of the
JOUFHSBUFE TVTUBJOBCMF EFWFMPQNFOU JOEJcator, one more example of the same indicator during the period of 2002-2006 is
provided, including some other indicators.
$BMDVMBUJPO PG BO JOUFHSBUFE TVTUBJOBCMF
development index ISD, consisting of other
indicators, showed that it was also growing during the studied period (2002-2006)
and it, according to economic, social and
ecological indicators, indicated the positive tendencies in Lithuania’s sustainable
development. However an analysis of
Lithuania’s sustainability index allows to
state that ecological environment develops
at the expense of social and economic environment, and this cannot be considered
a positive practice if state’s sustainable development is desired.
*UTIPVMECFFNQIBTJTFEUIBUBęFSUIF
calculation of JOUFHSBUFETVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMopment index ISD in the first case, the conDMVTJPO XBT ESBXO UIBU RVJDL HSPXUI PG

economy proceeded at the expense of both
social development and environmental
state. So, calculations showed that changes
in a structure of the JOUFHSBUFETVTUBJOBCMF
development index ISD might condition
RVJUFEJČFSFOUĕOEJOHTBOEJUBHBJOEFNonstrates an importance of a methodologically right selection of complementary
parts (indicators describing different environments) of the JOUFHSBUFE TVTUBJOBCMF
development index ISD.

Conclusions
 0O UIF CBTJT PG UIF UIFPSFUJDBM TUBUFments presented by advocates of various
versions of sustainable development, main
groups of concepts of sustainable development may be identified: a) the economic
BQQSPBDIUPTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ; b) the ecological
BQQSPBDIUPTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOU; c) the
TPDJBM DPODFQU PG TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ; d) the organization (institutional) EJNFOTJPOPGTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ. These groups would then allow
for further analysis of sustainable development as the interaction of the ecological,
economic, and social systems.
2. The article is based on the assumption that sustainable development is based
not on the economic, social, ecological,
or institutional dimensions, but rather on
their system seen as an JOUFHSBUFEXIPMF.
3. Society has to formulate clear and
measurable goals of sustainability that
should be continuously revised and corrected. The level, at which these goals are
implemented, might be measured using
TVTUBJOBCJMJUZJOEJDBUPST because there is no
single measure of sustainable development
that could involve everything the concept
“sustainability” means.
4. 4VTUBJOBCJMJUZ JOEJDBUPST themselves
are multi-dimensional, multidisciplinary
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indices with sub-themes developed with
care to evaluate and measure the status of
an area in terms of progress towards sustainability.
$BMDVMBUJPONFUIPEPMPHZPGUIFJOtegrated sustainable development index
could be applied for the evaluation of sustainable development changes.

6. The fact that changes in the structure
of the integrated sustainable development
index ISD may lead to fairly different results
shows the importance of methodologically
right selection of components (indicators,
characterising different environments) of
the integrated sustainable development
index ISD.
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DARNUS VYSTYMASIS IR JO VERTINIMAS
S a n t r a u k a

7JTBQVTʐWJTVPNFOʐTQBäBOHBHBMJCʷUJQBTJFLUBUJL
suderinus ekonominio efektyvumo, socialinio teiTJOHVNP CFJ BQMJOLPT BQTBVHPT UJLTMVT 5PEʐM EBSOBVTWZTUZNPTJJEʐKBZSBOFBUTLJSJBNBWJTVPNFOʐT
TʐLNJOHPT UPMJNFTOʐT QMʐUSPT EBMJT .PLTMJOJVPTF
UZSJNVPTF OBVEPUʸ NFUPEʸ ʛWBJSPWʐ UJL QBUWJSUJna darnaus vystymosi koncepcijos ir jo vertinimo
QSJHJNUJFT QSPCMFNJÝLVNʇ /PSJOU TVGPSNVMVPUJ
QBHSʛTUVT EBSOBVT WZTUZNPTJ VäEBWJOJVT  OVNBUZUJ WFJLTNJOHBT Kʸ ʛHZWFOEJOJNP QSJFNPOFT CFJ
VäUJLSJOUJ Kʸ TBWBMBJLʛ ʛHZWFOEJOJNʇ  CʷUJOB UVSʐUJ
aiškius vystymosi darnumo kriterijus (rodiklius).
#FUJSUPMJBVQBTJHFOEBNBEBSOVNPLJFLZCJOJPWFS-

tinimo metodologijos, tinkamos ekonominiuose
tyrimuose.
Straipsnio tyrimo objektasodarnaus vystymosi
koncepcija, darnaus vystymosi vertinimo vertinimo
SPEJLMJ˚JSJOEFLT˚UVSJOZTJSQSPCMFNPT TVLVSJPNJT
TVTJEVSJBNBKVPTOBVEPKBOUEBSOVNPLJFLZCJOJBNJS
LPLZCJOJBNʽWFSUJOJNVJ.
Remiantis sukaupta teorine medžiaga, bus siekiama (tikslas BUTLMFJTUJSPEJLMJʸJSJOEJLBUPSJʸUBJkymo darnumo vertinimui svarbiausias problemas ir
QBUFJLUJNFUPEPMPHJOJVTKʸTQSFOEJNPLFMJVT
Straipsnio tyrimo uždaviniai yra:
 JÝBOBMJ[VPUJ EBSOBVT WZTUZNPTJ LPODFQDJKʩ 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND ITS ASSESSMENT
pateikiant sisteminį požiūrį į darnaus vystymosi atskiras dimensijas;
- aptarti darnaus vystymosi vertinimo rodiklių
JSJOEFLT˚TBNQSBUʩ;
- aptarti darnaus vystymosi rodiklių ir indeksų
kūrimo metodologinius principus.
1BʊJPTEBSOBVTWZTUZNPTJLPODFQDJKPTFTNʐZSB
HBOBBJÝLJ.PLTMJOʐKFMJUFSBUʷSPKF-JFUVWPTJSVäTJFOJP BVUPSJBJ QBUFJLJB JÝ FTNʐT UVPT QBʊJVT EBSOBVT
WZTUZNPTJ BQJCSʐäJNVT  BLDFOUVPKBOʊJVT JMHBMBJLʒ
ÝBMJFT ʷLJP QMʐUSʇ  TJFLJBOU SBDJPOBMJBJ TVEFSJOUJ WJTVPNFOʐTFLPOPNJOJVT TPDJBMJOJVTJSBQMJOLPTBVHJnius interesus, taip užtikrinant visuotinę gerovę daCBSUJOFJ JS BUFJOBOʊJPNT LBSUPNT OFWJSÝJKVT MFJTUJOʸ
QPWFJLJPBQMJOLBJSJCʸ
,BJQCFOESBTʇWPLB EBSOVTWZTUZNBTJTBQKVOHJB
USJTFTNJOJVTQPäJʷSJVTekonominį, aplinkos ir socialinį WZTUZNʇTJ  ʛWBSEJKBNVT LBJQ UBSQVTBWZKF TVTJKVTJVT JS WJFOBT LJUʇ QBQJMEBOʊJVT 5PEʐM  USBEJDJÝLBJ
darnaus vystymosi koncepcija apima tris lygiavertes
LPNQPOFOUFToBQMJOLPTBQTBVHʇ FLPOPNJOʒQMʐUSʇ
JS TPDJBMJOʛ WZTUZNʇTJ  CFJ USJT HFSPWʐT EJNFOTJKBT o
ekonominę, ekologinę ir socialinęoCFJKʸUBSQVTBWJP
LPNQMFLTJOFTTʇWFJLBT,JUBJQUBSJBOU EBSOVTWZTUZNBTJToUBJTBWPUJÝLBTLPNQSPNJTBTUBSQBQMJOLPTBVHJOJʸ  FLPOPNJOJʸ JS TPDJBMJOJʸ WJTVPNFOʐT UJLTMʸ 
MFJEäJBOUJT TJFLUJ WJTVPUJOʐT HFSPWʐT TBV JS BUFJOBOčioms kartoms.

3JLJB QBäZNʐUJ  LBE  BQJCFOESJOBOU EBSOBVT
FLPOPNJLPTWZTUZNPTJLPODFQDJKBT HBMJNBQBTUFCʐUJ LBEWZTUZNPTJTʇWPLBZSBHJMFTOʐJSQMBUFTOʐOFHV
ekonominis augimas. Ekonominis augimas paprastai
SFNJBTJ ʛ LJFLZCJOʛ BTQFLUʇ  P WZTUZNBTJT BQJNB OF
UJLLJFLZCJOʛ CFUJSLPLZCJOʛBTQFLUʇ
Darnumo vertinimas šiuo metu iškyla kaip skaiESFTOJT  JÝTBNVT  JOUFHSVPUBT JS ʛäWBMHVT TQSFOEJNʸ
QSJʐNJNP QPäJʷSJT 5PEʐM JÝTJBJÝLJOVT EBSOBVT WZTUZNPTJ LPODFQDJKʇ  UPMJBV HBMJ CʷUJ BQUBSUJ darnumo
rodikliai ir indikatoriai, kurie turi išmatuoti žmogaus
JS BQMJOLPT TJTUFNʸ CSVPäVT CFJ QSPDFTVT  VäUJLSJOBOʊJVT Kʸ UʒTUJOVNʇ JS GVOLDJPOBMVNʇ UPMJ ʛ BUFJUʛ
0QUJNBMʷT EBSOVNP JOEJLBUPSJBJ ZSB UPLJF  LVSJF
apima sistemos esminius bruožus ir parodo šios sisUFNPTQBMBJLZNPBSQBHFSJOJNPNPLTMJÝLBJQBUJLJNʇ
USBKFLUPSJKʇ
#FUOFSFBMVUJLʐUJT LBEFH[JTUVPUʸvienas vienintelisEBSOBVTWZTUZNPTJNBUBT HBMJOUJTBQJNUJWJTLʇ 
LʇJÝSFJÝLJBUFSNJOBTvEBSOVNBTi1SJFÝJOHBJ FTBNB
BMUFSOBUZWJʸ JOEJLBUPSJʸ  LVSJʸ LJFLWJFOBT BUTQJOEJ
TLJSUJOHʇTBNQSBUʇUP LBTTWBSCJBVTJBEBSOJBNWZTtymuisi.
4JFLJBOUHBVUJSFBMJʇWBMTUZCʐTEBSOBVTWZTUZNPTJ
QBEʐUʛ BUTQJOEJOʊJʇ TJUVBDJKʇ  TUSBJQTOZKF BQUBSJBNT
TJʷMPNBTUBJLZUJJOUFHSVPUʩEBSOBVTWZTUZNPTJJOEFLsas LVSJTBQJNUʸFLPOPNJOJVT FLPMPHJOJVTJSTPDJBlinius vystymosi aspektus.
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